This paper deals with the eddy current technique for nondestructive evaluation of the crack depth on a massive specimen used in aeronautical industry. A set of C-scan eddy current images is analyzed to reduce the noise and to select suitable features, which can be used to estimate the crack depth. Based on this study, a method relying on polynomial forward models of the relationship between crack depth and the maximum value of the sensor impedance is proposed. The least square and the non-negative least square techniques are applied to analyze the usability of proposed models. The error of obtained estimations is smaller than 10%, for almost used experimental data.
Introduction
The non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of metal massive structures by eddy current (EC) technique is widely considered in industry. It allows characterizing defects [1] [2] [3] or evaluating physical parameters under certain conditions 4, 5 with sufficient accuracy. However, it is still an "ill-posed" problem and limited in applications 6, 7 due to the difficulty of feature extraction and the complex of algorithm of inverse problem solution.
Among the published studies, there are a lot of efforts to solve the qualitative analysis problem. For this field of study, the pulsed eddy current (PEC) techniques are widely used. In many researches, the time domain and the frequency domain features of PEC sensors are extracted and analyzed to detect and characterize cracks. 3, [8] [9] [10] Recently, there are many reports on the PEC thermography technique. Most of them aim to detect and localize cracks in different structures and materials, for example, in alloy plates, 11 in ferromagnetic materials, 12, 13 in aeronautical structures, 14, 15 or in carbon fiber-reinforced plastic. 16, 17 Many other works focus on the improvement of the defect detection efficiency through the improvement of feature extraction or image processing algorithms. These approaches can be used to sizing surface or subsurface cracks on various types of metal plates. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] However, for quantitative crack estimation, to our knowledge, there are not many publications. The work implemented by Cheng et al. 23 aims at the determination of crack depth using a polynomial direct model and also a neural network. The signal features used in this case are exploited from an A-scan, which means that the sensor makes measurements along a line positioned vertically on the defect. The characteristic of signals which are used to estimate crack depth is their amplitude. These studies concern NDE structures with relatively large electro-eroded cuts (a few millimeters). A thesis carried out in SATIE laboratory (France) by Ravat 24 also discussed the dimension estimation of electro-eroded defects using EC. The author proposes an algorithm which gives quite good results on sub-millimeter cuts, but the case of real cracks has not been studied. It is a single frequency approach, wherein the nine parameters relating to the form of EC signal in impedance plane, and two hybrid parameters obtained by combining these parameters, are used to construct a direct model. This model consists of a system of two non-linear equations with two variables: the length and depth of the crack. These two variables are estimated by solving the system of equations. Another work implemented by Yusa et al. 25 aims at designing an uniform EC probe with 23 arrayed detection elements and proposing an approach to estimate the surface crack depth using the developed probe. The depth of crack was estimated using a computational inversion method based on the k-nearest neighbor algorithm. Some real mechanical fatigue cracks with the depth of 1.1, 2.1, 5.5, 6.7, and 8.5 mm were used to test the method. The estimation results were 0.9, 1.9, 3.8, 4.3, and 5.7 mm, respectively.
In this paper, we consider a problem of estimation of crack depth sited on the surface of a massive structure. Our problem can be considered as an imaging problem as we have the impedance maps, obtained using absolute and differential EC sensors in C-scan mode for acquiring data. These sensors operate at two different frequencies. From the experimental images with real cracks, a processing procedure was implemented to reduce the affection of noise, to extract the appropriate features which can be used to estimate the crack depth. The depth is small, typically in the range from 200 to 800 µm. To solve the estimation problem, we propose to build a multi-frequency behavioral forward model by analyzing the relationship between impedance of EC sensor and the crack depth. The paper is organized as follows: section "Problem formulation" reports on the experimental setup and the problem formulation. In section "Processing and feature extraction of sensor impedance images," we present the processing and feature extraction of impedance images. A model-based inversion method and the crack depth estimation technique are presented and discussed in sections "Model-based inversion" and "Crack depth estimation," respectively. Finally, some conclusions to our work are given in section "Conclusion."
Problem formulation
To address the problem of estimating depth of cracks in massive parts, the experimental data on which we rely were C-scan EC of the surface of massive specimens which have actual opening cracks. Each point of image, or pixel, corresponds to a position of sensor at which we have the complex value of sensor impedance.
To collect the data, two EC sensors operating on two different modes were used: an absolute sensor operates at the frequency of 500 kHz and a differential sensor operating at 400 kHz ( Figure 1 ).
Data are collected from eight electrically conductive specimens that have worked in mechanical fatigue ( Figure 2 ). These specimens were divided into two groups with four specimens in each group. The difference between two groups is the way that cracks were initiated (the shape of the used punch; Figure 2 ). So, for each group, the shape and the development of cracks are different.
The specimens of the first group are called under the names M11, M12, M13, and M14, those in the second group are M21, M22, M23, and M24 ( Figure 2 ).
Three EC measures (C-scan) were performed on the samples (conductive specimens) after three cycles of fatigue which they are suffered. The crack depth increases from one cycle to another. It is typically of 200, 400, and 800 µm at the end of three successive cycles. These depths are typical values, which means that they may have some differences between tested specimens (Figure 3 ). At the end of the third fatigue cycle, the tested specimens were cut to determine crack depths.
The development of our method for estimating crack depth p consists of five steps. It carries, first, the noise treatment for images that have been provided to us, in order to reduce its affection. It then focuses on the analysis of the images and the determination of useful features allowing to estimate the (maximum) crack depth p. Then, once these parameters are identified, it involves the development of a polynomial direct behavioral model. Finally, based on this model, we propose a method for estimating the parameter p.
Processing and feature extraction of sensor impedance images

Reduction of the influence of noise existing at the edges of images
The images obtained by C-scan of an (absolute or differential) EC sensor on the tested surface are impedance of the sensor. Figure 4 shows an example of the real and imaginary parts of the impedance of an absolute sensor, measured on the sample M22 at the end of the third fatigue cycle.
It is seen from Figure 4 , as on all the measures, that the edges of the image contain significant noise. As the first treatment (noise reduction), we will simply remove some noisy lines at the border of images.
Subtraction of the complex image background
Besides that the images have a large noise at their borders, it can also be observed that the parts of the image which are outside of crack have their signal. They are steady and small, and so equivalent to a noise which we call background noise. Knowing that we are interested in only the representative signal of the crack, we will subtract the background noise from raw images (after noise reduction).
To do this, the background of the image, or the image of the background noise, is calculated from the lines located on the sides of the raw images. The background lines are calculated from the average value of several adjacent data lines and then the background of the images is created by interpolating the background lines. The obtained background noise image, thus, can be considered as the image that given by a C-scan on the same target in the case of the absence of cracks. Figure 5 illustrates the modulus of the EC images after the subtraction of the background noise in the cases of using an absolute sensor and a differential sensor.
Analysis and identification of interesting magnitudes in EC images
A first analysis of the images (treated as proposed in sections "Reduction of the influence of noise existing at the edges of images" and "Subtraction of the complex image background") allowed us to see a clear link between the maximum value |Z max | of the measured impedance module and the maximum depth p of the crack. This led us to study precisely the evolution of this magnitude as a function of p. We also study the relationship between the phase of Z max and p as an extended parameter.
Estimation of |Z max | and arg(Z max ).
After having identified the coordinates of the point of an image where the module of the impedance is maximum, knowing that this impedance value may be affected by noise, and in order to reduce its influence, |Z max | is estimated as the mean value of the impedance module of nine adjacent pixels. As for the phase of the maximum impedance Arg(Z max ), it is also estimated as the average value of the impedance arguments of nine adjacent pixels.
With the absolute sensor, |Z max | and Arg(Z max ) are unique. On the other hand, with the differential sensor, the image has two peak values. In principle, these two values are equal, but in practice they are slightly different due to the noise. For this type of sensor, we, therefore, take the decision to identify |Z max | as the higher peak value. As shown in Figure 6 , due to the noise, after two different cycles, the points {|Z max |, Arg(Z max )} (points marked in solid and no fill rounds in Figure 6 ), instead of being located in the same quadrant of the complex plane, are located in diametrically opposite quadrants. We correct this randomness by adding ±π to Arg(Z max ) so that the points {|Z max |, Arg(Z max )} obtained at the end of the different cycles are not in diametrically opposed quadrants, and so that the set of data is located in quadrants I and IV. As far as the data from EC sensors are concerned, for the tested samples of the same group, from one sample to another, the impedance modules show a certain dispersion but their evolution follows the same trend. |Z max | evolves monotonically (exception of M23 with absolute sensor and of M13 with differential sensor) increasing and non-linear. In addition, the data |Z max | of the two groups are not in the same range of values. This leads us to establish different behavioral models for each of these groups.
As for Arg(Z max ) (p), within the same group of tested samples, its values present a certain dispersion and its evolution does not appear monotonous.
Model-based inversion
Polynomial direct model
In this research, we propose to construct a polynomial direct behavior model for the NDE of massive pieces with cracks. The quantities to be modeled are |Z max | and Arg(Z max ), and the parameter to be estimated (variable of the polynomial model) is the depth of cracks p. Let y be a quantity to be modeled (in this case it can be |Z max | and Arg(Z max )) at a certain frequency (500 kHz for the absolute sensor, 400 kHz for the differential sensor), a polynomial model of degree n of a quantity y as a function of p can be written 
Suppose that we have h magnitudes {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y h } at different frequencies f i corresponding to h values of p. From these measurements, the formulation (1) of the direct model can be written under matrix relation (2) 
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The coefficients of the polynomial model associated with a frequency f i can be estimated by means of a least squares (LSQ) estimator
LSQ and weighted least squares inversion procedure
Once we have a polynomial direct model connecting the parameter p to the quantities y that we are able to measure, we can solve inverse problem to estimate p from measurements. For our NDE problem in this research, we can express in matrix form the relation between the measured quantities y and the depth p of cracks, in multi-frequency solution 
where y q , q ∈ {1, 2, ..., l} are h quantities |Z max | and Arg(Z max ) measured at different frequencies f i , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}, so that l = k × h. The c jq , with j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, are the coefficients of the polynomial model (of degree n), and p is the parameter to be evaluated. Equation (5) y Cp =
Since y and C are known, the estimation p  of the vector p can be obtained by LSQ technique (ordinary least square (LSQ) or non-negative least square (NNLSQ))
So the inversion procedure consists of two steps. First, we can use LSQ or NNLSQ technique to estimate vector p  , then the crack depth can be estimated from all values of the vector p  using WLSQ technique.
Crack depth estimation
Construction of polynomial direct model
Starting from |Z max | and Arg(Z max ) at two frequencies (f 1 = 500 kHz, f 2 = 400 kHz) we have constructed polynomial direct models of these quantities as a function of p, according to the method described in section "Model-based inversion." These models concern tested samples of the first group. The coefficients of these polynomials whose degree has been chosen equal to 2 are given in Table 1 . According to the literature, 27 polynomials of degree above 2 are rarely used for inverse problem. Moreover, with regard to our problem, we have only three measurement points corresponding to the three cycles of impact force. Therefore, the choice of polynomials of degree greater than 2 would strongly lead to an over-fitting of the direct model to the data and to be detrimental to the estimation of p.
Implementation of the inversion
We have tested the inversion of the different combinations of four polynomial direct models (|Z max | and Arg(Z max ) at Figure 10 . Relationship between Arg(Z max ) and p. Data from a differential sensor corresponding to the tested samples of (a) the first group and (b) the second group. two frequencies f 1 and f 2 ), either mono-frequency or bifrequency. As presented in section "Model-based inversion," we implement two inversion techniques, called the LSQ-WLSQ and the NNLSQ-WLSQ. Each one consists of two estimation steps. It means, for the first step, in the first and the second inversion technique, the LSQ and the NNLSQ criterion 28 are used to estimate the vector p, respectively. Then, in the second step of both techniques, the WLSQ is applied to estimate the crack depth p. To compare and select an appropriate technique, we should consider the quantity of mean square error (MSE). The root mean square error (RMSE) of the crack depth p at all n measuring points, received after three impact cycles of a tested structure, is defined as equation (11) 
where p i  , p are the ith estimation result and the true value of the crack depth, at each measuring point, respectively.
The comparison of different combinations of features (Table 2) shows that the combination of |Z max | at two excitation frequencies f 1 and f 2 gives the most accurate estimation results, that is, we have the lowest mean squared error. By this combination, the best estimation results are obtained on both LSQ-WLSQ and NNLSQ-WLSQ techniques. For these two inversion techniques, the second is slightly more accurate than the first. The difference on RMSE between two techniques is of 4%-16% depending on the combination of the considered features. The difference of 4% corresponds to the most interesting combination-the combination of |Z max | at the two excitation frequencies. By the addition of a non-negativity constraint, it improves the accuracy of the estimation results. The NNLSQ criterion is considered to give better results than the LSQ criterion when facing with noisy data.
In the case of the inversion using bi-frequency polynomial models of |Z max |, knowing that the crack depths to be estimated are between 200 and 800 μm, from the RMSE is about 50 μm, we can say that the proposed estimation method is satisfactory. These accurate estimations can be verified graphically in Figure 11 , where the estimation results are obtained from two tested samples M11 and M12 and using NNLSQ-WLSQ technique.
Moreover, the precision of estimation results is also analyzed through the relative error-RE, defined as in equation (12)
where p and p are the estimated and true value of crack depth p, respectively. As shown in Table 3 , based on the relative error, it is generally observed that the greater the crack depth, the more precise the estimation. But some values of RE in Table 3 do not match with this trend. The reason is that the database used to construct the direct model is limited, so when a crack depth is far from the general trend, given by a group of tested samples, the estimation is not precise. With the most favorable polynomial model, the estimation results are satisfied for the depth of crack at the end of the third cycle (being largest, between 0.7 and 0.75 mm). Indeed, in this case, the maximum bias is -4.8% (Table 3) . However, the bias of the estimation is higher for shallower depths, and the precision in some cases is insufficient (RE = 58.63% for the model M13 after the first cycle, RE = -26.53% for the model M14 after the second cycle).
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an approach to estimate the crack depth on a massive plate. The approach is constructed based on the analysis of EC images of real sub-millimeter cracks on a limited set of tested samples. The model-based approach proposed in this study is easy to implement. Among the proposed models, the estimation method based on a bi-frequency quadratic polynomial model of |Z max | is the one that gives the best results. The obtained estimation results have an acceptable precision (Table 3) , and the RMSE is about 50 μm for crack depths in the range between 200 and 800 μm ( Table 2) . While these results are promising, it would appear that a wider database would be useful for constructing more accurate direct models and thereby improving the estimation results in terms of reducing their bias and variance.
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